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Macroscopically consistent non-local modelling of heterogeneous media

François Bignonnet, Karam Sab∗, Luc Dormieux, Sébastien Brisard, Antoine Bisson

Université Paris-Est, Laboratoire Navier (UMR 8205), CNRS, ENPC, IFSTTAR, F-77455 Marne-la-Vallée, France

Abstract

Within the framework of the homogenization of heterogeneous media, a non local model is proposed. A field
of non-local filtered stiffness tensor is introduced by filtering the solution to the homogenization problem. The
filtered stiffness tensor, depending on the filter to heterogeneity size ratio, provides a continuous transition
from the actual micro-scale heterogeneous stiffness field to the macro-scale homogenized stiffness tensor.
For any intermediate filter size, the homogenization of the filtered stiffness yields exactly the homogenized
stiffness, therefore it is called macroscopically consistent. The non-local stiffness tensor is intrinsically non
symmetric, but its spatial fluctuations are smoothed, allowing for a less refined discretization in numerical
methods. As a by-product, a two step heterogeneous multiscale method is proposed to reduce memory and
computational time requirements of existing direct schemes while controlling the accuracy of the result. The
first step is the estimation of the filtered stiffness at sampling points by means of an oversampling strategy to
reduce boundary effects. The second step is the numerical homogenization of the obtained sampled filtered
stiffness.

Keywords: Homogenization, Non-local modelling, Filtering, Heterogeneous Multiscale Method,
Oversampling

1. Introduction

The numerical homogenization of the mechanical elastic properties of a heterogeneous medium is consid-
ered, or Heterogeneous Multiscale Methods (HMM) as referred to by E et al. [1] and Abdulle et al. [2] . In
particular, we focus on the specific case where the sizes of the heterogeneities are spread but not separated.
We thus do not fall in the framework of the coarse graining method (see e.g. Geers et al. [3]) which requires
proper scale separations. In the situation under consideration, the size of the smaller heterogeneities requires
a fine discretization to capture the fluctuations of the fields, whereas the size of the larger heterogeneities
imposes to define a large Representative Volume Element (RVE).

Various authors have greatly contributed to propose two step numerical homogenization methods to
overcome the high computational and memory costs a direct refined simulation would require. Examples
are the Multiscale Finite Elements Method [4, 5] and grid blocks or moving window techniques [6–13]. To
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prevent possible confusions, the following terminology will be adopted in the remainder of this article (see
also Fig. 1). Micro-scale heterogeneous elastic properties are upscaled by the resolution of a homogenization

problem to derive homogenized elastic properties at the macroscopic scale. The common point of all the
above mentioned methods is to consider two levels of discretization of the homogenization problem: a coarse

discretization to capture the long range fluctuations of the fields or structural effects and a fine discretization

to integrate lower scale information. The coarse discretization is made of coarse elements whose size defines
a mesoscopic scale, which is separated neither from the macroscopic nor the microscopic scales.

In the first step of the two step numerical homogenization methods, a local problem is defined on each
coarse element to derive effective properties of the coarse element. The aim is to transfer fine scale infor-
mation to the coarse scale by solving the local problems, which are decoupled. In the second step, the
homogenization problem is solved using the coarse discretization and the effective properties derived from
the first step.

In the literature, the solutions to the local problems are used to define either shape functions of the coarse
elements in Multiscale Finite Elements Method or effective properties of the coarse element by averaging in
grid blocks or moving window techniques. The effective properties intrinsically depends on the size of the
coarse discretization: large sizes create a smoothing effect, while an undesired resonance effect arises when
the coarse discretization size is of the order of the fluctuations of the fields.

A first issue is encountered in the definition of the local problem itself: specifically, the choice of boundary
conditions is critical. A great variety of boundary conditions have been used. Periodic boundary conditions
applied directly on the boundary of the coarse elements have been widely used [6, 7, 10–13]. Dirichlet,
Neumann and periodic boundary conditions have been compared by Yue and E [10], who concluded the
periodic boundary conditions perform better in general. Chen et al. [9] proposed to iterate coarse and
fine discretizations resolutions, feeding the local problems with boundary conditions interpolated from the
coarse discretization solution. In view of performing a conforming Galerkin discretization, Hou and Wu [4]
considered, for each node of the coarse element, imposed displacement of 1 on one node and 0 on the others,
with either linear or more complex interpolations between the nodes.

When the size of the coarse discretization is of the order of the length scale of the fluctuations of the fields,
the error on the full solution to the homogenization problem is maximal. This is known as the resonance

effect [4, 7], which is amplified when the boundary conditions are imposed directly on the boundary of
the coarse element. According to Wu et al. [7], the resonance effect has two origins: the cell resonance

effect which is linked to ratio of the coarse discretization size to the fluctuations of the microstructure, and
the non-conformation of the boundary conditions applied to the different local problems. To reduce this
second origin of the resonance effect, a popularly used correction is to practice oversampling [4, 5, 7, 8, 10].
Oversampling means considering an oversampling region around the coarse element in the local problem so
as to apply the boundary conditions slightly away from the boundary of the coarse element. The typical
thickness of the oversampling region is the size of the fluctuations of the fields [4, 7]. Other strategies to
reduce boundary effects have been devised, such as the use of a smoothing filter [10] or truncation (also
called erosion) [10, 14, 15] of the local solutions in the averaging process. These two strategies provide more
robust results with Dirichlet boundary conditions, but have minor effects with periodic boundary conditions
[10].

A second issue, encountered while oversampling, is the definition of the effective properties of the coarse
elements. Since no scale separation is ensured in this micro-to-meso transition, the effective properties have
neither material nor energetical basis. Their definition is thus somewhat arbitrary. Whenever classical
Dirichlet, Neumann or periodic boundary conditions are applied directly at the boundary of the coarse
element in the local problem, the volume averages of the strain and stress in the coarse element are related
by a symmetric positive definite tensor [7, 14], which is used as an effective property of the coarse element.
However, while oversampling or eroding, symmetry and positive definiteness are lost using such direct
averaging [14]. Some authors overcome this situation either by enforcing symmetry of the coarse element
effective tensor using least-square procedures [9] or by introducing a procedure equivalent to energy averaging
[14, 15].

The purpose of this paper is to propose a framework of filtering the homogenization problem, within the
framework of periodic homogenization in linear elasticity. As a by product, the filtering framework allows to
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Figure 1: Classical two step numerical homogenization method. Left: homogenization problem defined on the Representative
Volume Element (RVE). While dmin < dmax are possibly distant but of the same order of magnitude, scale separation imposes
dmax ≪ L. Center: local problem defined on a coarse element, with or without oversampling. A fine discretization is used
to solve the local problem numerically. Right: coarse discretization of the homogenization problem with effective properties
derived from the local problems.

address the two above mentioned issues: local problem boundary conditions and definition of the effective
properties.

The paper is organized as follows. First, classical definitions and results on homogenization in periodic
elasticity are recalled in section 2. Second, we present the new theoretical filtering framework in section
3, defined on the undiscretized homogenization problem. For any microstructure to be homogenized, the
filtering process produces a hierarchy of filtered problems, whose stiffness fields are smoother than the
original one, but which have exactly the same homogenized stiffness. Additionally, two other types of
filtered problems are derived, whose homogenized stiffnesses give close bounds on the original one. The
properties of the filtered problems are then studied numerically in section 4. Next, a link is established in
section 5 between filtered stiffness and coarse element effective stiffness concepts, with a specific focus on
oversampling. Based on the findings of section 3, our proposed coarse effective stiffness definition differs
from exisiting definitions based on filtered averaging. Convergence with oversampling region thickness of
the effective stiffness to the filtered stiffness is studied numerically. Finally, section 6 revisits the existing
two step numerical homogenization methods and associated sources of errors from the filtering point of view.

2. Background

2.1. The homogenization problem in periodic elasticity

To start with, some definitions and properties inherent to linear elastic periodic homogenization are
recalled. An infinite domain occupying the whole space is considered with a periodic stiffness field C, or
equivalently a periodic compliance field S = C−1. The periodicity allows to consider only a unit cell or
Representative Volume Element (RVE) Ω of volume |Ω| (Fig. 1, left), which is periodically reproduced.
Scale separation between the spatial fluctuations of C and the size of the RVE is assumed. The boundary
∂Ω of Ω has an outward normal vector denoted n.

A macroscopic stress Σ results in a macroscopic strain E such that Σ = Chom : E where Chom is
the homogenized stiffness tensor. The loading mode can be either an imposed macroscopic stress Σ or an
imposed macroscopic strain E. The inverse of C

hom is the homogenized compliance tensor S
hom.

Within the framework of periodic homogenization, considered macroscopic loading modes imply periodic
boundary conditions on Ω. Namely, the displacement field ξ is the sum of a Ω-periodic displacement ξper
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and a linear displacement E · z, where z is the spatial coordinate. The associated strain field ǫ = grads(ξ),
where grad

s denotes the symmetric part of the gradient, is Ω-periodic. The average strain is ǫ = E, where
the volume average of a field f over the RVE is noted f . The stress field σ is Ω-periodic, so that periodic
boundary conditions additionally require that σ · n is anti-periodic on ∂Ω. Considered strain and stress
fields are assumed square-integrable over Ω. The fields are defined on the whole space, but periodicity of
the microstructure allows to focus on the following definitions.

The set K(E) of kinematically admissible strain fields with the macroscopic strain E is defined as

K(E) = {ǫ′ = grads(ξ′) | ǫ′ is Ω-periodic, ǫ′ = E}. (1)

The set K is the union of all the sets K(E) for any E. An element of K is called a kinematically admissible
strain field.

Dually, the set S(Σ) of statically admissible stress fields with the macroscopic stress Σ is defined as

S(Σ) = {σ′ | div(σ′) = 0, σ′ is Ω-periodic, σ′ = Σ}. (2)

The set S is the union of all the sets S(Σ) for any Σ. An element of S is called a statically admissible stress
field.

Making use of the properties of K(E) and S(Σ), Hill’s lemma is derived

∀ǫ′ ∈ K(E) and σ′ ∈ S(Σ), ǫ′ : σ′ = E : Σ. (3)

The homogenization problem with imposed macroscopic strain E consists in finding the unique couple
of strain field ǫ in K(E) and stress field σ in S such that the constitutive law σ = C : ǫ is met at any point
of the medium. Similarly, the homogenization problem with imposed macroscopic stress Σ is to find the
unique couple of strain field ǫ in K and stress field σ in S(Σ) such that σ = C : ǫ. To sum up, the initial
homogenization problem is defined as

find ǫ ∈ K(E) and σ ∈ S such that σ(z) = C(z) : ǫ(z) for all z ∈ R
3 (4a)

or, equivalently

find σ ∈ S(Σ) and ǫ ∈ K such that σ(z) = C(z) : ǫ(z) for all z ∈ R
3 (4b)

2.2. The homogenized stiffness tensor

When a macroscopic strain E is imposed, the solution to the homogenization problem is linear in E.
Thus, the strain field may be formally written ǫ(z) = A(z) : E, where A is the fourth-order strain localization
tensor. Then, the homogenized stiffness of the RVE is C

hom = C : A. Alternatively, an energetic approach
yields Chom = tA : C : A, where tA is the transpose of A. Both expressions coincide by virtue of Hill’s
lemma.

Similarly, when a macroscopic stress Σ is imposed, the stress field may be formally written σ(z) = B(z) :
Σ, where B is the fourth-order stress localization tensor. Then, the homogenized compliance of the RVE is
Shom = S : B = tB : S : B.

Because of the use of periodic boundary conditions, Shom = (Chom)−1.

2.3. Variational framework

While a macroscopic strain E is imposed, the minimum of the potential energy principle is derived, stating
the macroscopic strain energy density is minimum among all kinematically admissible fields ǫ′ ∈ K(E) at
the solution ǫ of the minimization problem

1

2
E : C

hom : E =
1

2
ǫ : C : ǫ = min

ǫ′∈K(E)

1

2
ǫ′ : C : ǫ′. (5)

Dually, while a macroscopic stress Σ is imposed, the minimum of the complementary energy principle
is derived, stating the macroscopic stress energy density is minimum among all statically admissible fields
σ′ ∈ S(Σ) at the solution σ of the minimization problem

1

2
Σ : S

hom : Σ =
1

2
σ : S : σ = min

σ′∈S(Σ)

1

2
σ′ : S : σ′. (6)
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3. Hierarchy of filtered heterogeneous media

3.1. Filtering process

In this section, the solution to the initial homogenization problem (4) is supposed known. Macroscopically
equivalent but locally smoother homogenization problems are sought by filtering the solution displacement
and stress fields. The idea of filtering the problem by performing averages within moving windows has been
considered by Baxter and Graham [11], Graham-Brady et al. [12], Acton and Graham-Brady [13]. Unlike
the Generalized Method of Cell proposed by these authors, the filtering we propose is not defined based
on the solution to the local problems, but rather on the solution to the whole homogenization problem,
which was referred to as the brute-force Finite Element method in Graham-Brady et al. [12]. The following
developments propose a generalization of the filtering concept and demonstrate new properties of the filtered
problems within the framework of periodic homogenization.

The filtering process is based on a scalar mass function ρ defined on the infinite space R3 such that∫
R3 ρ(z)dVz = 1, as in [5, 10, 16]. A typical example is ρ(z) = 1/|D|χD where χD is the characteristic

function of the sliding window D [12].
Let us consider the convolution of a function f with ρ, denoted f∗ and defined as for any point z of the

infinite space R3 as

f∗(z) = (ρ ∗ f)(z) =

∫

R3

ρ(z − y)f(y)dVy . (7)

The filtered function f∗ has the following properties

1. periodicity conservation: if f is periodic on ∂Ω, then f∗ too,

2. volume average conservation: f = f
∗
,

3. regularity transmission: f∗ benefits from the best regularity properties among f and ρ.

4. derivation:
∂f∗

∂zi

(z) =

(
∂f

∂zi

)∗

(z).

From these properties, the filtered fields naturally verify

σ′ ∈ S(Σ) ⇒ σ′∗ ∈ S(Σ),

ǫ′ ∈ K(E) ⇒ ǫ′∗ ∈ K(E),
(8)

from which it results that σ∗ = B∗ : Σ ∈ S(Σ) for all Σ and ǫ∗ = A∗ : E ∈ K(E) for all E.

3.2. Macroscopically consistent definitions of the non-local stiffness

The strain field ǫ and stress field σ solutions to problem (4a) are filtered. Based on the results of section
3.1, ǫ∗ is kinematically admissible with the macroscopic strain E and σ∗ is statically admissible. We then
seek to which new homogenization problem are ǫ∗ and σ∗ solution.

The new behavior law must be defined by the tensor which links σ∗ to ǫ∗. Using the relations ǫ∗ = A∗ : E,
σ∗ = (C : A)∗ : E and assuming that A∗ is invertible, the sought relation writes σ∗ = (C : A)∗ : (A∗)−1 : ǫ∗.

Thus a consistent filtered stiffness field C̃
c is defined such that σ∗ = C̃

c : ǫ∗, where

C̃
c = (C : A)∗ : (A∗)−1. (9)

The stiffness C̃c has minor symmetries but no major symmetry, that is C̃c
ijkl = C̃c

jikl = C̃c
ijlk 6= C̃c

klij .
Indeed, it neither has energetical basis nor benefits from boundary conditions relations. The non-symmetry
is believed to be the signature of the non-local nature of this quantity.

Nonetheless, a consistent filtered linear problem (P̃ c) is defined as

find ǫc ∈ K(E) and σc ∈ S such that σc(z) = C̃
c(z) : ǫc(z) for all z ∈ R

3. (10)

5



We assume the solution of problem (P̃ c) to be unique. The problem (P̃ c) leads to the homogenized stiffness

C̃c, hom, whose direct definition is such that σc = C̃c, hom : E. A priori, C̃c, hom may be non symmetric.
However, as previously stated, the filtered couple (ǫ∗,σ∗) is in K(E) × S(Σ). Additionally, the filtered

couple meets the constitutive equation σ∗ = C̃c : ǫ∗ by definition. Thus, (ǫ∗,σ∗) is solution to the ho-
mogenization problem (P̃ c). Assuming the problem (P̃ c) has a unique solution, σc = σ∗ = Σ, so that the
consistent filtered homogenization problem (P̃ c) leads to the homogenized stiffness of the original problem:

C̃c, hom = Chom.
Alternatively, the application of Hill’s lemma to the couple (ǫ∗, σ∗) gives

1

2
ǫ∗ : C̃c : ǫ∗ =

1

2
σ∗ : ǫ∗ =

1

2
Σ : E =

1

2
E : C

hom : E, (11)

so that the direct and energetical definitions of C̃c, hom coincide: C̃c, hom = C̃c : Ac = tAc : C̃c : Ac, where
Ac is the strain localization tensor of problem (P̃ c). Hence, the homogenization problem (P̃ c) leads, for any
considered mass function ρ, to the homogenized stiffness of the original problem, that is

C̃
c, hom = C

hom. (12)

The above property will be referred to as the property of consistency in the remainder of this paper.
Similarly, considering the stress concentration tensor B yields the definition of an analogous S̃c which is

exactly the inverse of C̃c, that is, assuming B∗ is invertible, S̃c = (S : B)∗ : (B∗)−1.

To overcome the questions arising from the non symmetry of C̃c, two alternative definitions are studied.

3.3. Other, non-consistent, definitions of the non-local stiffness

3.3.1. Kinematic approach

The local strain elastic energy density is wk = 1
2ǫ : C : ǫ. Let us consider the filtered energy wk∗ of

the initial homogenization problem (4) with imposed macroscopic strain E. From prop. 2 of the filtering

process, wk∗ = wk = 1
2E : Chom : E. Using the results of section 3.1, the filtered strain energy may be

rewritten

wk∗ =
1

2
(ǫ : C : ǫ)∗ =

1

2
E : (t

A : C : A)∗ : E

=
1

2
ǫ∗ : t (A∗)−1 : (t

A : C : A)∗ : (A∗)−1 : ǫ∗ =
1

2
ǫ∗ : C̃

k : ǫ∗,

(13)

where the positive definite stiffness C̃k (k stands for kinematic) is defined as

C̃
k = t (A∗)−1 : (t

A : C : A)∗ : (A∗)−1. (14)

The problem with this strain energy definition of C̃k is that C̃k : ǫ∗ is not statically admissible in the general
case, since the divergence equation may not be met.

Let us consider a new filtered problem (P̃ k) defined as

find ǫk ∈ K(E) and σk ∈ S such that σk(z) = C̃
k(z) : ǫk(z) for all z ∈ R

3. (15)

The homogenized stiffness C̃k, hom associated to problem (P̃ k) is defined such that ǫk : C̃k : ǫk = E : C̃k, hom :
E.

Since C̃
k : ǫ∗ is not statically admissible, the couple (ǫ∗, C̃

k : ǫ∗) differs from the actual solution (ǫk, σk)

to (P̃ k). The solution strain field ǫk minimizes the potential energy 1
2ǫ

′ : C̃k : ǫ
′ in K(E). Since ǫ∗ is in

K(E) however, solving (P̃ k), a lower bound is obtained

1

2
E : C̃

k, hom : E =
1

2
ǫk : C̃k : ǫk 6

1

2
ǫ∗ : C̃k : ǫ∗ =

1

2
E : C

hom : E. (16)

6



3.3.2. Static approach

The local stress elastic energy density is ws = 1
2σ : S : σ (s stands for static). Using the results of section

3.3.1, the filtered energy ws∗ may be rewritten

ws∗ =
1

2
σ∗ : S̃

s : σ∗, (17)

where the positive definite compliance S̃s = (C̃s)−1 is defined as

S̃
s =t (B∗)−1 : (t

B : S : B)∗ : (B∗)−1. (18)

Note that alternatively, the following equivalent expression may be derived

S̃
s =t ((C : A)∗)

−1
: (t

A : C : A)∗ : ((C : A)∗)
−1

. (19)

The problem with this stress energy definition of S̃s is that S̃s : σ∗ is not kinematically admissible in the
general case since it may not derive from a displacement field.

Let us consider another filtered problem (P̃ s) defined as

find ǫs ∈ K(E) and σs ∈ S such that σs(z) = C̃
s(z) : ǫs(z) for all z ∈ R

3. (20)

The homogenized compliance S̃s, hom associated to problem (P̃ s) is defined such that σs : S̃s : σs = Σ :

S̃s, hom : Σ. The inverse of S̃s, hom is the homogenized stiffness C̃s, hom = (S̃s, hom)−1.

Since S̃s : σ∗ is not kinematically admissible, it differs from the actual solution (ǫs, σs) to (P̃ s). The

stress field σs minimizes the complementary energy 1
2σ

′ : S̃s : σ
′ in S(Σ). Since σ∗ is in S(Σ), the following

inequality is verified

1

2
Σ : S̃

s, hom : Σ =
1

2
σs : S̃s : σs 6

1

2
σ∗ : S̃s : σ∗ =

1

2
Σ : S

hom : Σ. (21)

Finally the kinematic and static energy definitions of the non-local behavior lead to the following upper
and lower bounds, where the inequalities must be understood in the sense of associated quadratic forms:

C̃
k, hom ≤ C

hom = C̃
c, hom ≤ C̃

s, hom. (22)

4. Numerical study of filtered problems

The aim of this section is to verify numerically the consistency property (12) established in section 3.2
as well as the bounds (22) resulting from the energy approach of section 3.3.

4.1. Numerical filtering and resolution of a non symmetric linear elasticity homogenization problem

Throughout the paper, numerical simulations are carried out using a regular discretization grid for the
sake of simplicity and opportunity to use FFT-based homogenization methods. The confusion between
elements and pixels (or voxels in 3D) will thus often be made. However, the concepts exposed previously
are not restricted to FFT-based homogenization, but hold for any other numerical method, such as FEM.

FFT-based homogenization methods have been initially introduced by Moulinec and Suquet [17], and
may be extended to the case where the stiffness is not symmetric (See Appendix A for details) to solve
consistently filtered problems (10).

The determination of the filtered stiffness fields requires the strain or stress localization tensors. To
this end, using imposed macroscopic strains for example, several loading modes are successively imposed
on the microstructure. In two dimensions (plane strains), three linearly independent macroscopic strains E

must be imposed, for instance: E = ex ⊗ ex, ey ⊗ ey, and
√

2/2(ex ⊗ ey + ey ⊗ ex). In three dimensions,
six linearly independent macroscopic strains E must be imposed. For each of these loading modes, the

7



local strains and stresses are computed numerically by solving problem (4) with FFT-based methods. The
components of the strain and stress fields for each unit loading mode characterize the strain and stress
localization tensors fields. Each component of the localization tensors fields is then filtered efficiently by
resorting to FFT to compute the convolution products. Then, the consistent, kinematic and static filtered
stiffnesses are computed voxel by voxel by means of the definitions (9), (14) and (18) or (19) respectively.

Several discretization issues are encountered through the above process. These issues are discussed in the
context of a numerical resolution by a FFT-based method. For this method, the discretization of a stiffness
field C(z) in FFT-based methods has been discussed in [18]. For each voxel β of the regular discretization
grid, the discretized stiffness Cβ is defined such that

(Cβ − C0)
−1 = (C(z) − C0)−1

β
,

where C0 is a reference homogeneous stiffness used in the FFT-based method and •β denotes the volume
average over a given voxel β, .

First, the solution to the homogenization problem (4) is not known exactly, but approximately. More
precisely, the output of the numerical resolution by a FFT-based method is an approximation of the volume
average over each voxel of the strain field. Next, when the filter is applied to the numerical solutions,
only approximations of the volume average over each voxel of the strain and stress concentration fields are

retrieved. In other words, the filtering of the numerical solution provides only approximations of A∗
β

and

(C : A)∗
β

for each voxel β (provided C(z) is constant per voxel).
Consequently, the filtered stiffness field cannot be discretized as proposed in [18]. Instead, the following

approximation has been made for the discretization of the filtered stiffness field C̃c:

C̃
c
β = C0 +

(
[(C : A)∗ : (A∗)−1 − C0]

−1
β
)−1

≈ (C : A)∗
β

:
(
A∗

β
)−1

,

and similarly for C̃k and C̃s. This approximation is deemed reasonable in the most likely case where C̃ is a
continuous function which varies slowly as compared to the discretization.

Second, the size of the discretization of the filtered problems must be chosen. The filtered stiffness fields
have been introduced so that the length scale of the spatial fluctuations is greater for C̃ than for C. The
size of the discretization of the filtered problems will be studied numerically in Sec. 4.4.

4.2. Effect of filter size and shape on the filtered stiffness field

Two types of filters have been considered (Fig. 2):

• Square or cubic window filter: defined as zero outside a square or cube of size H centered at the origin
and constant inside so that its average is 1 (Fig. 2(a)). The square filter is typical of moving window
schemes [11–13], except the boundary conditions are not applied at the boundary of the window. This
filter has preferential orientations along the axes and sharp edges.

• Smooth gaussian filter: specifically designed to be smooth in both direct and Fourier space with no
preferential orientation (Fig. 2(b)). The gaussian filter is classically used in image analysis. A filtering
algorithm with the smooth gaussian filter is efficiently implemented using Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) to compute the convolution product.

As an example of the filtering procedure, a microstructure made of cylindrical fibers embedded in a
homogeneous matrix is considered. The volume fraction of the cylindrical fibers is 12%, their diameter
d = 32 pixels and the discretization grid has 5122 pixels. Both phases are isotropic linear elastic. The
matrix has a shear modulus 1 and the fibers have a shear modulus 100, while both have a Poisson’s ratio of
0.2, so that an elastic contrast of 100 is obtained.

Maps of the initial and consistent filtered stiffness field (component C̃1111) are shown in Fig. 3. The
solution strain and stress fields necessary to the filtering process have been obtained by application of the
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Figure 2: Cut along the x axis of the square window and smooth gaussian filters on a 5122 pixels discretization grid, for different
filter sizes.

FFT-based homogenization method described in Brisard and Dormieux [18]. The filter size H is expressed
in multiples of the fiber diameter d. Starting from small filter sizes, the first effect observed is a smoothing
of the stiffness jump across the matrix-fiber interface, due to local averaging effect (Fig. 4(b)). When the
filter size reaches about the fiber diameter, a sharp reduction in contrast is observed (Fig. 4(b)), as already
noticed by Yue and E [10], Baxter and Graham [11]. In the mean time, the difference between the two filters
becomes clearer: the anisotropy of the square window is transferred to the filtered stiffness, square patterns
being observed around the fibers (Fig. 3). For filter sizes above a few fiber diameters, the contrast is very
low.

However, the square window filter has no regularization property: some discontinuities of the filtered
stiffness field are observed (Fig. 4(b)).

This example highlights that the smoothing effect due to filtering has two distinct origins:

1. increasing filter size creates an (indirect) averaging effect of the stiffness field,

2. by virtue of the convolution product, regularity properties of the filter are transferred to the filtered
stiffness field.

Similar trends have been observed for the non consistent filtered stiffness fields C̃k and C̃s, which are close
from C̃

c in this specific case. However, when very high contrasts are encountered, the numerical solution
fields suffer from discretization effect and the computed filtered stiffness may be ill behaved, especially around
matrix-fiber interfaces. Namely, when the fibers are much softer than the matrix, the strain localization
tensor is poorly approximated inside and just around the fibers, which may cause C̃c and C̃k to diverge
locally. In this case however, C̃s is well behaved. On the contrary, when the fibers are much stiffer than the
matrix, the stress localization tensor is poorly approximated inside and just around the fibers, which may
cause C̃c and C̃s to oscillate inside the fibers, whereas C̃k is well behaved. Thus, C̃s could be used in the
presence of voids and C̃c for rigid inclusions whereas the other combinations are not defined.

In turn, when complex microstructures are encountered (see e.g. Fig. 5(a)), the discretized filtered
stiffness fields may diverge locally (see Fig. 5(c)) because of the inverse of the filtered strain or stress

concentration tensor which appears in (9), (14) and (18). For this specific microstructure, C̃c and C̃k

diverge locally whereas C̃s is smooth (Fig. 5(b)). We have not been able to determine whether this diverging
behavior arose as a consequence of an insufficient or unproper discretization of the numerical solution fields
or are inherent to the filtered stiffness fields.

Nevertheless, even when the filtered stiffnesses happened to be ill behaved, the numerical inversion of
the filtered localization tensor has always been observed to be possible.
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for all filter sizes to better highlight the evolution.
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C̃
k

C̃
s

C̃
c

C̃
c
sym

H ||∆C|| ∆κ ∆µ ||∆C|| ∆κ ∆µ ||∆C|| ∆κ ∆µ ||∆C|| ∆κ ∆µ ∆sym

512 4.2e-12 4.6e-13 5.0e-12 1.6e-12 1.8e-13 1.8e-12 3.7e-12 3.1e-13 2.2e-12 1.6e-11 -9.2e-14 2.5e-12 1.5e-11

256 1.2e-5 -1.2e-5 -1.2e-5 5.4e-6 4.3e-6 4.7e-6 4.5e-10 -4.7e-10 1.9e-10 1.4e-7 -1.5e-7 -1.1e-7 3.8e-4

128 7.8e-5 -7.9e-5 -7.2e-5 2.9e-5 2.8e-5 2.4e-5 1.5e-9 1.2e-9 -4.6e-10 8.7e-7 -8.5-7 -8.0e-7 9.2e-4

64 4.6e-4 -4.6e-4 -4.5e-4 1.5e-4 1.5e-4 1.4e-4 1.4e-9 1.0e-9 -2.0e-10 5.1e-6 -5.3e-6 -4.5e-6 2.0e-3

32 1.3e-3 -1.1e-3 -1.6e-3 4.3e-4 4.8e-4 3.5e-4 1.9e-8 -1.2e-8 1.2e-8 2.1e-5 -2.1e-5 -2.0e-5 3.5e-3

16 1.2e-3 -8.9e-4 -1.4e-3 1.4e-3 1.7e-3 6.3e-4 7.4e-6 9.6e-7 -9.3e-6 3.7e-5 -2.3e-5 -5.0e-5 5.3e-3

8 5.2e-4 -3.6e-4 -6.9e-4 1.5e-3 1.9e-3 5.5e-4 4.4e-6 -1.1e-7 -4.4e-6 3.5e-5 -1.9e-5 -4.9e-5 4.3e-3

4 3.0e-4 -2.3e-4 -3.6e-4 9.1e-4 1.1e-3 3.0e-4 6.3e-6 -5.5e-6 -1.9e-6 2.9e-5 -2.0e-5 -3.8e-5 2.5e-3

2 2.7e-4 -2.6e-4 -2.7e-4 3.8e-4 4.7e-4 1.8e-4 1.9e-6 -1.5e-6 -1.1e-6 2.2e-5 -1.6e-5 -2.8e-5 1.0e-3

Table 1: Comparison of the initial problem homogenized tensor Chom with the filtered problems homogenized tensor Cc,hom,

Ck,hom, Cs,hom and C
c,hom
sym . The isotropic bulk and shear homogenized modulii are also compared to check the validity of

bounds. Concise notations refer to: ||∆C|| = ||eCtype,hom−Chom||/||Chom||, ∆κ = (κ̃type,hom−κhom)/κhom, ∆µ = (µ̃type,hom−
µhom)/µhom where type is either kinematic (k), static (s), consistent (c) or consistent symmetrized (csym) and ∆sym =

||eCc
sym − Cc||/||Cc||. The notation || • || refers to the L2 norm.

4.3. Homogenization of the filtered stiffness fields

The filtered stiffness field obtained in section 4.2 are now input in our numerical solver to check the
agreement with our theoretical analysis. The homogenized stiffness tensor C

hom obtained by the numerical
homogenization of the initial problem is taken as a reference. When homogenizing the consistent filtered
stiffness field, the homogenized stiffness of the initial problem is expected to be retrieved whatever the
filter shape or size. In this section, dedicated to the verification of the consistency of numerical results
with the filtering concepts, computations are carried out using the filtered stiffness fields obtained from
the microstructure with cylindrical inclusions embedded in a matrix considered in section 4.2. The same
discretization grids as for the initial homogenization problem resolution are used, so that of course no
computational gain is expected at this point.

Four different filtered stiffness fields are tested: the three previously introduced consistent C̃
c, kinematic

C̃k and static C̃s filtered stiffness fields. Additionally, the stiffness field C̃c
sym obtained by taking the sym-

metric part of C̃c is tested to study the importance of the anti-symmetric part of C̃c. The corresponding
homogenized stiffness tensors are respectively denoted by C̃c,hom, C̃k,hom, C̃s,hom and C̃c,hom

sym .
For each filtered stiffness field type c, k, s, csym, three error measurements are monitored. First, the

relative error between C̃type,hom and C̃hom defined as ||C̃type,hom−Chom||/||Chom|| using the L2 norm. Then,
the homogenized stiffnesses have been projected on the basis of isotropic 4th order tensors in two dimen-
sions to evaluate the homogenized bulk (κ) and shear (µ) modulii. The signed relative errors (κ̃type,hom −
κhom)/(κhom) and (µ̃type,hom − µhom)/(µhom) are monitored to check whether the bounds (22) are violated
due to discretization. Finally, an additional indicator ∆sym is defined to study the non symmetry of the
field C̃

c as

∆sym =
||C̃c

sym − Cc||
||Cc||

. (23)

Results are presented in table 1 for exactly the same microstructure as previously studied, with a fiber
to matrix stiffness contrast of 100. The grid size is 5122 pixels, the fiber diameter is 32 pixels. Filter sizes
H from 2 to 512 pixels have been tested for the square window filter. Unpresented results for the smooth
gaussian filter are very similar. While increasing the filter size H , the consistent filtered stiffness field only
suffers from minor numerical errors which decrease with contrast. On the other hand, homogenization of the
C̃k and C̃s fields induces errors several orders of magnitude higher which may not be attributed to numerical
effects but bear the signature they are indeed not consistent. As seen from their sign, the isotropized modulii
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(a) C (b) eCs (c) log(eCk)

Figure 5: Example of complex microstructure. Component C1111 of the initial and filtered stiffness fields with a square filter of
size 16 pixels (roughly equal to beams width) in a 5122 discretization grid. (a) initial: the white phase has stiffness component
C1111 = 267 and the black phase C1111 = 2.67. (b) static filter: smoothed stiffness field. (c) kinematic filter: strong oscillations
(in gray level log scale!).

provide indeed the expected bounds (22), which are very sharp in this example. Incidentally, the error is
maximum for filter sizes close to the diameter or radius of the fibers, which could be thought as some
resonance effect [4, 7]. Similar results are displayed in Fig. 7(a) and 7(c) which were carried out over 50
realizations of 8-pixel diameter fibers with concentration 20% in a matrix, on 2562 discretization grids for
various stiffness contrasts.

In the example with cylindrical inclusions embedded in matrix, where a low concentration of inclusion
has been considered, the non symmetry indicator (23) remains low. However, the non symmetry of C̃c is
pronounced close to the matrix-fiber boundaries, where the field fluctuations are the highest. The above
example thus suffers from averaging effects. In turn, more sophisticated structures such as complex intrica-
tion of the two phases (Fig. 5) have been put at test. The non symmetry effect was far more pronounced,
especially for filter sizes close to microstructure characteristic size, where the non symmetry indicator (23)

exceeded 0.15. In the mean time, the error in the homogenized stiffness using the C̃k, C̃k and C̃c
sym was

two to three orders of magnitude higher than in the previous example. Additionally, field singularities and
sharp fluctuations could not be captured finely enough at contrast 100 between the two phases with a 5122

discretization grid. These additional numerical experiments raise open issues about the numerical evaluation
of the filtered stiffnesses from discretized fields.

4.4. Sampling

The smoothing and contrast reducing effect of filtering observed in Figs. 3 and 4 suggests a coarser
discretization of the filtered field for the subsequent computation of the homogenized stiffness.

For sufficiently large windows, the consistent filtered problem (P̃ c), whose homogenization yields the
exact homogenized stiffness, could be approximated by a so-called sampled filtered problem. The sampled
filtered problem is defined by the extraction of the consistent filtered stiffness at sampling points regularly
positioned on a coarse discretization grid (see Fig. 6). Just like in two step numerical homogenization

methods, the filtered stiffness C̃c(zs) of each sampling point zs is assigned to a corresponding coarse element.
Similar procedures with the kinematic or static filtered stiffnesses can also be devised. Sampling size is
defined as the size of the elements of the coarse discretization grid. Strictly speaking, sampling will cause
the loss of the consistency or bound status of the filtered stiffness, for some information is lost. However,
reasonable combination of filter and sampling size should provide fair estimates of the homogenized stiffness.

Results in Fig. 7 show the relative error obtained with and without sampling. The sampling size is
taken as the filter size, which is the coarsest grid size which could be reasonably used. Other sampling
sizes (allowing for the overlap of the domains on which the filters act) could however be used, depending
on the target final error on the homogenized elastic properties. The effect of contrast and filter size to fiber
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Figure 6: Sampling strategy: sampling points regularly spaced in the RVE at a coarse discretization distance and filtering at
the sampling points only.

diameter H/d is studied. The cell resonance effect in two step numerical homogenization methods is also
observed here. For intermediate sampling size, not shown here, the error is between these two cases. The
consistent status of the homogenized stiffness is lost with sampling, and C̃c, C̃k or C̃s lead to similar errors,
although C̃c seems to perform slightly better at low contrast. Then, ability to manage high contrast effects
takes over and C̃k or C̃s should be used accordingly.

The effect of the filter regularity and anisotropy on estimations of the homogenized stiffness from sampled
filtered stiffness fields has not been assessed, but is thought to be an interesting prospect.

Note that translating the coarse sampling grid would result in a different “discretization” of the filtered
stiffness field and thus to a different estimate of C

hom. We believe that the order of magnitude of the error on
Chom is the same in both cases. The average of estimates of Chom for many translations of the sampling grid
might reduce the error, but at an increased computational cost and without guarantee of a sharp reduction of
the error. Instead, we believe this computational effort would be better spent on a refinement the sampling
grid for a fixed filter size. Indeed, it would provide a better “discretization” of the filtered stiffness field and
likely a better estimate of Chom.

It should be noted that, disregarding boundary condition issues, the two step numerical homogenization
methods presented in Refs. [4–13] could be seen as sampling the filtered problem with a square window
filter. Provided the filtered stiffness is closely related to the coarse element effective stiffness, the filtering
point of view provides another framework for the study of two step numerical homogenization methods. In
the next section, cost efficient estimates of C̃(zs) are proposed.

5. Efficient evaluation of the filtered stiffness

In the present section, for any sampling point zs, we propose to estimate C̃(zs) from the solution to a
local problem of elastic equilibrium. This local problem is formulated on a small domain surrounding the
sampling point zs. It involves a domain much smaller than the RVE, thus reducing significantly the cost
of evaluating C̃(zs). The resulting estimate of C̃(zs), which will be denoted by Ĉ(zs), can be seen as the
effective stiffness used in two step numerical homogenization methods [6–13].

5.1. The local problem and oversampling

A local problem is classically introduced in two step numerical homogenization methods to capture the
fine scale field fluctuations. Its solution is used either to produce FEM shape functions for the coarse
discretization [4, 5] or to compute effective stiffness for each coarse element [6–13].
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Figure 7: Relative error on the homogenized stiffness Chom resulting from the homogenization of the filtered stiffness fields.
The contrast refers to the ratio of the fibers over matrix young modulii, for a Poisson ratio of 0.2. Sampling size is equal to
filter size in the second column, while no sampling is performed in the first column. Mean of the error over 50 realizations of
8 pixels diameter cylindrical fibers embedded in a homogeneous matrix on a 2562 pixels grid, with fiber concentration of 20%.
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In the literature, several types of local problems have been introduced. Their main differences are the
type of boundary conditions applied, the presence or absence of oversampling and filtering procedures and
the definition of the coarse element effective stiffness.

Three definitions of the coarse element effective stiffness Ĉ are possible:

direct σ = Ĉ : ǫ

kinematic ǫ : Ĉ : ǫ = ǫ : C : ǫ

static σ : Ĉ
−1 : σ = σ : C−1 : σ

(24)

where σ and ǫ are the stress and strain solutions to the local problem and volume averages are performed
on the coarse element.

Uniform strain (KUBC) or stress (SUBC) boundary conditions applied directly at the boundary of the
coarse element have been shown to introduce a systematic bias (i.e. overestimation or underestimation)
[10, 19, 20] . Namely, the use of KUBC (resp. SUBC) together with a kinematic (resp. static) definition of
the effective stiffness and subsequent homogenization leads to upper (resp. lower) bounds on the homogenized
stiffness [19, 20].

Periodic boundary conditions appear to be free of systematic bias [10] and have been widely used in
such context [1, 6–8, 10–13]. Still, for all types of boundary conditions, undesirable effects appear within a
boundary layer.

To partially circumvent undesirable boundary conditions effect, [4, 7, 8] resorted to the oversampling
strategy, while [1, 10, 14, 15, 21] truncated (or eroded) the averages of the solutions to the local problems.
More generally, [10] proposed to filter the averages in the left hand sides of (24).

The application of periodic boundary conditions directly at the boundary of the coarse element results
in an equivalence between the direct, kinematic and static definitions of Ĉ. However, this no longer holds
whenever oversampling or filtering is performed [14]. In this case, the direct definition of Ĉ is no longer
ensured to be definite positive.

While resorting to a two-step homogenization method based on coarse elements effective properties Ĉ,
convergence rates of the error on the homogenized properties have been shown [7] to be

||Ĉhom − C
hom|| = C1ǫ/H + C2H + C3, (25)

where ǫ is the size of the fluctuations of the stiffness field and H the size of the coarse element. This result
applies both in the presence or absence of oversampling. The term C1ǫ/H in (25) is called the cell-resonance

effect. The two other terms are due to the non-conformance of the boundary conditions applied to the local
problem. Oversampling reduces the prefactor C1 [7, 10], which is otherwise dominant in the absence of
oversampling.

5.2. Cost efficient estimates of the filterered stiffness

Drawing from two-step homogenization methods, we define a local problem for each sampling point zs

to derive cost efficient estimates Ĉ(zs) of the filtered stiffness C̃(zs). The problem is defined on a small
domain S surrounding the sampling point zs. The filters under consideration are supported in domains of
finite extent. In the line of reasoning of some two step numerical homogenization methods [4, 5, 7, 8, 10],
we additionally propose to resort to a strategy inspired from oversampling methods. Namely, the domain
S will be made of the domain on which the filter centered in zs acts, augmented by an oversampling region
of thickness t (Fig. 8). Oversampling is crucial to account for the intrinsically non-local definition of the
filtered stiffness and to reduce boundary effects.

The choice of boundary conditions is then critical to the definition of the local problem. In the remainder
of this paper, periodic boundary conditions are applied on the boundary of the oversampled domain S(t).
Indeed, previous studies [10] show that these boundary conditions tend to minimize boundary effects.

Based on our filtering analysis, we propose three possible definitions of the estimate Ĉ.
The first definition of Ĉ is based on direct filtering. The solution to the local problem is characterized

by the strain localization tensor A(t) which obviously depends on S(t). Following the analysis that lead to
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Figure 8: Estimation of the filtered stiffness at the sampling point zs by resolution of a local problem. The dotted square
represents the domain on which the filter centered in zs acts. The small domain S(t) surrounding the sampling point zs, on
which the local problem is defined, is made of the domain on which the filter centered in zs acts augmented by an oversampling
region of thickness t to reduce boundary effects.

the introduction of the consistent filtered stiffness, an estimate Ĉc(zs, t) of the consistent filtered stiffness

C̃
c(zs) at the sampling point the point zs is proposed as

Ĉ
c(zs, t) = (C : A(t))

∗
(zs) : (A(t)∗)

−1
(zs). (26)

Practically, the estimate Ĉ
c(zs, t) is computed as follows:

1. solve local problems centered at the point zi with boundary conditions corresponding to unit meso-
scopic loads E = ex ⊗ ex, ey ⊗ ey,...

2. filter the solution stress field σ∗(zi) = (ρ ∗ σ)(zi).

3. filter the solution strain field ǫ∗(zi) = (ρ ∗ ǫ)(zi).

4. define the mesoscopic effective stiffness estimate Ĉc(zi) such that σ∗(zi) = Ĉc(zi) : ǫ∗(zi). Finally,

Ĉ
c(zi) = (C : A)∗ : (A∗)−1. (27)

This effective stiffness Ĉc(zs, t) differs from the effective stiffness C∗(zi) defined in previous filtering strategies
[1, 10, 21] which, using our formalism, amounts to:

1. solve local problems centered at the point zi with boundary conditions corresponding to unit meso-
scopic loads E = ex ⊗ ex, ey ⊗ ey,...

2. filter the solution stress field σ∗(zi) = (ρ ∗ σ)(zi).

3. define the mesoscopic effective stiffness C∗(zi) such that σ∗(zi) = C∗(zi) : E. Finally,

C
∗(zi) = (C : A)∗. (28)

The two stiffnesses (27) and (28) differ by the term (A∗)−1. The term (A∗)−1 is deemed crucial for the types
of microstructures with high stiffness contrast considered in this article.

Whenever S(t) is the entire RVE Ω, the estimate Ĉc(zs, t) is by definition equal to the consistent

filtered stiffness C̃c(zs). In general, however, the sampled field Ĉc(t) is not consistent in the sense that its
homogenization will not yield the exact homogenized stiffness. As seen previously (Fig. 7 and Tab. 1), the
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anti-symmetric part plays an important role when the whole field of consistent filtered stiffness is used, but
a minor one as soon as sampling of the field is made. Hence the symmetry enforcement required in Chen
et al. [9] may be done, at least for the simple microstructures presented in this article.

The second definition of Ĉ is an estimate of the kinematic filtered stiffness C̃k such

Ĉ
k(zs, t) = t (A(t)∗)−1 (zs) :

(
t
A(t) : C : A(t)

)∗
(zs) : (A(t)∗)−1 (zs), (29)

which is symmetric and positive definite by construction. Additionally, Ĉk is suited for coarse elements
which contain infinitely stiff phases.

The third definition is based on the stress localization tensor B(t) and is not indeterminate in the presence
of pores

Ĉ
s(zs, t) = B(t)∗(zs) :

[(
t
B(t) : S : B(t)

)∗
(zs)

]−1

: t
B(t)∗(zs). (30)

These two last definitions are equivalent to C̃
k and C̃

s respectively when S(t) = Ω. They provide good
alternatives to study extreme cases encountered while upscaling (pores or infinitely stiff inclusions). This
analysis complements the discussion in Chen et al. [9] whether using transmissibilities or permeabilities as
effective properties of the coarse grid in two step darcean transport homogenization.

It should be noted that the filtered stiffness fields C̃ introduced in Sec. 3 are free of undesirable boundary
condition effects, but are only a theoretical construction. On the other hand, the practical estimates Ĉ of
the filtered stiffness C̃ proposed in this section do suffer from local problem boundary condition effects. The
effect of boundary conditions will be numerically studied as a function of the oversampling thickness t in
the next section.

Namely, the convergence with respect to t of the estimates Ĉ(zs, t) defined from the local problem to

C̃(zs) defined from the homogenization problem is expected and numerically studied in the following section.

5.3. Local convergence with oversampling of the estimate stiffness to the filtered stiffness

As expected, error on the estimation of C̃ by Ĉ(t = 0) without oversampling diminishes with filter size by
dilution of the boundary effects (Fig. 9). Similar results had been noticed by Graham-Brady et al. [12] for
coarse elements effective properties. For oversampling sizes t from 0 to the particle diameter d, increasing t
allows to correct this filter size effect. As a comparison, [14] suggests using a thickness of 0.4 times the fiber

diameter in a similar configuration. For t larger than d, Ĉ(t) has an overall convergence towards C̃, although
the error decrease is not monotonous. Filter size effect seems to play a minor role for large oversampling
sizes. The effect of the filtered stiffness type, consistent, kinematic or static, is unclear and seems to depend
on configurations.

6. Application to a two step numerical homogenization method

6.1. The two step numerical homogenization method and its strategy

The oversampling strategy studied in the previous section provides a way to estimate the filtered stiffness
field at sampling points by solving decoupled smaller problems. The local problems, much smaller than the
homogenization problem, can be solved with a fine discretization. The choice of the fine discretization
influences the accuracy of the final estimation of the homogenized stiffness and obviously the computational
cost of the method. A detailed discussion on convergence rates of the solution with respect to the fine
discretization has been proposed by Abdulle [22] in the case of a separation of scales and can help to guide
this choice. Then, as in grid-block [6–10] or moving window [11–13] methods, the sampled estimates of the
filtered stiffness are affected to coarse elements corresponding to the sampling points. Resolution gives an
estimate of the homogenized stiffness. We aim to provide guidelines for the three remaining parameters that
have to be adjusted:

1. filter size,
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Figure 9: Local convergence of the estimate stiffness obtained by oversampling to the filtered stiffness as a function of the
oversampling border region size t normalized by the fiber diameter d. The microstructure is made of cylindrical fibers of
diameter d = 32 pixels embedded in a homogeneous matrix. Fiber concentration is 25%, the homogenization grid has 5122

pixels. Different square window sizes H are tested and effect of contrast is studied. The sampling point is either centered
on an isolated fiber far from other fibers or on a fiber closely surrounded by other fibers, showing the influence of the local
configuration.
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2. coarse discretization size, or equivalently, distance between sampling points,

3. oversampling border region thickness.

The coarse discretization size should be chosen smaller than the filter size to keep the error reasonable (Fig.
7). However too small coarse grid size imply large overhead computations since the border region to coarse
element size is increased, making the method inefficient. A good error/computational time trade off seems
to choose the filter size equal to the coarse grid size. The error sources are then twofolds [7]

1. the cell resonance effect, which is governed by the ratio of the sampling/filter size to the length-scale
of the microstructure fluctuations (see Fig. 7),

2. the non-conformation of the boundary conditions applied to the different local problems, which is gov-
erned by the ratio of the thickness of the oversampling region to the length-scale of the microstructure
fluctuations (see Fig. 9).

Again an error/computational cost trade off appears. On one hand, the computational time and memory
occupation of the proposed numerical method are known in advance by the user. On the other hand, the
two sources of error are a priori unknown but can be estimated from guideline curves relevant to the studied
microstructure, such as Fig. 7 and 9 for the example of composites made of inclusions embedded in a matrix.

Additionally, the choice of the effective stiffness between Ĉc(t), Ĉk(t) or Ĉs(t) is to be driven for each
coarse element by phase contrasts as exposed previously.

6.2. Numerical results

The two step numerical homogenization method is first tested on a composite made of fibers embedded
in a homogeneous matrix with a volume fraction of fibers of 20%. The fine discretization grid of the whole
RVE is 2562 pixels and all fibers have a diameter of 8 pixels. Results in Fig. 10 presents the relative error
on the homogenized stiffness while resorting to the two step method, for two severe inclusion to matrix
stiffness contrast. A total of 20 random realizations have been studied. For each realization ω, the norm of
the relative error ||Ĉc,hom(ω) − Chom(ω)||/||Chom(ω)|| has been computed. Fig. 10 presents the statistical

average of the norm of the relative error for the 20 realizations. The estimate Ĉc(t) of the consistent filtered
stiffness is used for the coarse grid effective properties. A square window filter of size equal to the coarse
discretization size H is chosen and varied from 2 to 16 times the diameter of the inclusions. For each of
these choices, oversampling region sizes t from half to two diameters are tested and results are compared to
those with the sampled filtered stiffness.

Results in Fig. 10 indicate that the sampled filtered stiffness obtained by a full direct computation
always perform better than its estimates obtained by local problems with oversampling. The major reason
is thought to rely in the absence of non-conforming boundary conditions effects in the sampled filtered
stiffness. In other words, the term C2H + C3 in (25) is absent for C̃c and the prefactor C1 in the cell-

resonance effect is low. The slope of C̃c with respect to H in log-log scale is -1, which is in agreement
with the ǫ/H convergence where the size of the heterogeneities ǫ is d. Clearly, the sampled filtered stiffness

C̃c is not known in practice but the comparison to the results obtained with the estimate stiffness Ĉc

is instructive. Indeed, for coarse discretization size H close to the fiber diameter d the slope in ǫ/H of

the Ĉc(t=0) curve indicates the cell-resonance effect drives the error when no oversampling is performed.
Oversampling provides a good boundary condition error correction and is even an excellent alternative in
terms of errors. While oversampling, the cell-resonance effect prefactor C1 in (25) is reduced. As a result,
as t increases the cell-resonance effect is less and less dominant over the non-conformation of the boundary
conditions term C2H +C3, resulting in a decrease in the slope. However, overhead computations associated
to the border region may cause computational time to be prohibitive, so larger coarse discretization size
might be preferred in the limit of available memory.

The ability of the two step homogenization method to deal with microstructures having a wide range
of heterogeneity sizes, as initially sought (see Fig. 1), is then tested. To this extent, a composite made of
fibers embedded in a homogeneous matrix is considered, with two diameters of fibers. A ratio dmax/dmin = 8
in diameters has been chosen, sufficiently large so that no scale separation can be made between the two
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Figure 10: Effect of oversampling size on the reduction of the error on Chom due to non-conforming local problem boundary
conditions, as a function of coarse discretization size to fiber diameter ratio H/d (a), (b); as a function of oversampling thickness
to fiber diameter ratio t/d (c), (d).
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types of heterogeneities and large enough to be computationally challenging for numerical methods. A RVE
made of 49 large fibers and 3129 small fibers randomly positioned is then considered. Both fibers have a
volume concentration of 15%. All fibers have a shear modulus of 100 and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, while
the matrix has a shear modulus of 1 and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The fine discretization is set such that
large fibers have a diameter dmax of 256 pixels and small fibers a diameter of dmin 32 pixels. The whole fine
discretization grid is made of 40962 pixels. A direct computation of this discretized microstructure with a
FFT-based method involves slightly more than 50 million degrees of freedom. The two step method is run
with a coarse discretization size H of twice the large fibers diameter and an oversampling thickness t of half
the large fibers diameter. The local problems each involve about 1.8 million degrees of freedom, resulting
in a memory cost more than 28 times lower than the direct computation requires. Both direct and two
step computations are carried out separately. The estimate Ĉc(t) of the consistent filtered stiffness is used
for the coarse element properties. The two step method estimate of the homogenized stiffness results in a
remarkably low relative error of 4.87×10−3 on the homogenized stiffness obtained by the direct computation
on the whole fine discretization grid.

While resorting to a FFT-based solver, the time improvements of the two step strategy appear only for
very large discretization grids. However, memory cost, which is a major limiting factor, is much smaller
since computations can be made separately.

7. Conclusion

The major contribution of this work was to establish a theoretical filtering framework for periodic ho-
mogenization. Starting from an initial homogenization problem, three types of filtered problems have been
defined for any filter or unit mass function. First, a field of consistent filtered stiffness arose from the anal-
ysis, directly relating the filtered strain and stress solutions to the original problem. This stiffness, which
conveys non-local information, is not symmetric. However, it is the only possible way to define macroscop-
ically consistent problems, that is whose homogenization leads to exactly the same stiffness as the original
homogenization problem one. Second, based on the strain energy filtering, a positive definite kinematic
filtered stiffness is derived, whose homogenized stiffness is not macroscopically consistent but has a rigorous
lower bound status. Third, the stress energy counterpart is proposed to derive a static filtered stiffness,
yielding upper bounds on the homogenized stiffness. These two alternatives also allow to handle infinite
contrasts. A remaining open question lies in the inversion of the filtered strain or stress localization tensors.
Invertibility has not been proved but is necessary to the definitions.

Numerical simulations have next been carried out on simple composites made of cylindrical inclusions
embedded in a homogeneous matrix. For these particular microstructures, the filtered stiffness fields have
been observed to benefit from a smoothing effect. Namely, the filter size has an impact on the overall stiffness
contrast while its anisotropy and regularity are transferred to the filtered stiffness field. Additionally, the
property of consistency (12) and ordering (22) of the filtered problems have been assessed numerically. The
non symmetric part of the consistent filtered stiffness field has been established to be necessary to obtain
the right homogenized stiffness. In the mean time, the kinematic and static filtered stiffness fields provided
sharp bounds.

Nonetheless, preliminary numerical studies of more complex microstructures suggest the filtered stiffness
fields may be ill behaved, especially at high contrasts. Namely, sharp variations and extreme values of the
discrete filtered stiffness arise in some regions. However, it has not been possible to establish whether these
irregularities resulted from the initial problem discretization errors or not. It should be mentioned that
for all tested microstructures and filters, the numerical inversion of the discrete filtered strain and stress
localization tensors has always been possible.

In view of providing cost-efficient estimates of the filtered stiffness at sampling points positioned on a
regular coarse grid, small local problems have been introduced. While the filtered stiffness does not suffer
from non-conforming boundary conditions effect, effective stiffness estimates obtained from the resolution
of a local problem are subjected to boundary conditions effect. An oversampling strategy has been devised
to account for the non-locality of the filtered stiffness and reduce boundary effects. A thorough comparison
has been proposed between the actual filtered stiffness and its estimates. Numerical results on composites
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made of inclusions embedded in a matrix showed the oversampling strategy allows to reduce these errors,
gave detailed convergence and highlighted the effect of filter size.

Finally, a comparative study of the estimation of the homogenized stiffness from a two step method using
the estimate or actual sampled filtered stiffness allowed to identify the leading term in the error between
local problem boundary conditions issues and cell resonance effect.

As a concluding remark, the present numerical results, carried out on simple composites made of in-
clusions embedded in a matrix, should be put in perspective by a study of the effect of filtering on more
complex microstructures, such as three dimensional bi-connex composites for which specific behaviors may
appear.
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Appendix A. Numerical resolution of a non symmetric linear elasticity homogenization prob-

lem with FFT-based methods

FFT-based homogenization methods, initially introduced by Moulinec and Suquet [17], are based on the
introduction of a homogeneous reference material of uniform stiffness C0. The linear elastic behavior law
can be artificially rewritten in a prestressed form

σ = C : ǫ = C
0 : ǫ + τ with τ = (C − C

0) : ǫ, (A.1)

where the prestress τ is referred to as a polarization field. The solution to the polarized problem with
uniform stiffness can be obtained by means of the Green operator Γ0 [23] associated to the uniform stiffness
C0

ǫ = E − Γ0 ∗ τ . (A.2)

Then, the solution to the homogenization problem with imposed macroscopic strain E can be formally
obtained by solving the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (A.3a), or equivalently but in terms of polarization,
the strong form of the Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle (A.3b) [24, 25]:

ǫ = E − Γ0 ∗
[
(C − C

0) : ǫ
]
, (A.3a)

(C − C
0)−1 : τ + Γ0 ∗ τ = E. (A.3b)

The Lippmann-Schwinger equation (A.3a) remains valid even if C is not symmetric. The initial scheme
proposed by Moulinec and Suquet [17] was to discretize (A.3b) by affecting a single value of the deformation
field ǫ on each voxel of the regular grid. The discretized version of system (A.3b) is then solved using a
fixed-point algorithm.

Recent advances [18, 26] shed a new light on FFT-based methods by bringing a clear distinction between
the discretization and the resolution steps of equations (A.3). When C is definite positive, FFT-based
methods may now benefit from a consistent Galerkin approximation framework which can lead to rigorous
bounds on the homogenized modulii as well as consistent Green operators and stiffness field discretizations,
which improve convergence. Even though the Galerkin approximation framework may not hold for non
symmetric stiffness, we chose to use the discretization proposed by Brisard and Dormieux [26] which has a
regularization effect.

Then, either the discretized Lippmann-Schwinger equation (A.3a) or its polarization formulation (A.3b)
can be put in the form of a linear system of equations of finite dimension:

(
I : • + Γ0 ∗

[
(C − C

0) : •
])

(ǫ) = E → [A]ls [X ]ǫ = [B], (A.4a)

(
(C − C

0)−1 : • + Γ0 ∗ •
)
(τ ) = E → [A]hs[X ]τ = [B], (A.4b)

where [X ]ǫ is the unknown vector made of all the components of every voxels of the discretized ǫ, [A]ls is the
matrix associated to the Lippmann-Schwinger operator in (A.4a) and the right hand side [B] is made of the
components of the macroscopic loading E. Similarly, [X ]τ is the unknown vector made of all the components
of every voxels of the discretized polarization field τ , [A]hs is the matrix associated to the Hashin-Shtrikman
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operator in (A.4b). Note that if C is symmetric, [A]hs is symmetric by symmetry of the Green operator
whereas [A]ls is not.

Actually, the matrices [A] are not explicitly written; only a method to compute the product [A][X ] given
[X ] is necessary to the solver [18]. Any suitable iterative linear solver can be used to resolve the linear
system (see Barrett et al. [27] for details). If the reference material is chosen stiffer or softer than any phase
of the heterogeneous microstructure with symmetric positive definite stiffness C, the linear system (A.4b)
is symmetric positive definite and may be inverted with a Conjugated Gradient algorithm [18]. Otherwise,
a saddle-point problem is to be solved, for example using the SymmLQ algorithm [27] if C is symmetric
[26]. Whenever non symmetric stiffnesses such as the consistent filtered stiffness field are input, we propose
to use the system (A.4a). Indeed, the system (A.4a) does not require the difference in stiffnesses inversion.
The non positive definite and non symmetric linear system (A.4a) is solved with a non symmetric solver
such as LSQR [28].
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